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2016 GAMMA Young Artist Competition
Theme: “Mapping a Global Art and Innovation Landscape “

2016 GAMMA Young Artist Competition lasted from May 1st to June 5th and attracted 
many artists from the fields of painting, photography, film, architecture, fashion & tex-
tile. 301 participants from over 19 different countries submitted more than 700 works in 
total. From the first round of selection, 16 candidates from painting, 4 candidates from 
photography, 1 candidate from film, 2 candidates from architecture and 2 candidates 
from fashion & textile fields were chosen. 6 finalists among 25 shortlisted candidates 
have been chosen by an international team of juries . They had an opportunity to exhibit 
and present their works at GMC Hong Kong. The works of 17 candidates would be ex-
hibited at the  <International Invited Exhibition: 2016 GAMMA Young Artist Compe-
tition> from November 8th- 12th at Muhak Rotary Exhibition Hall, Yonsei University. 

CO-HOSTS & PARTNERS

PARTNERS

Korean Scholars of Marketing Science 

Department of Economics and Management,
University of Florence

CO-HOSTS

Culture & Design Management,
UIC, Yonsei University

Global Alliance of Marketing
& Management Associations

Center for Sustainable 
Culture and Service
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BEST YOUNG ARTIST 
OF THE YEAR AWARD
DAE SONG LEE
LIM JEONG RYU
XIAOBO WEN
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DAE SONG
LEE

“Best Young Artist of the Year”
Architect

Dae Song Lee is a Royal British registered architect, artist, and adjunct professor 
at Hanyang University ERICA. Since declaring of himself as a new-materialist, 
he founded Design System Lab which performs experimental design research 
of material systems and computational beings. His understanding of physical 
presences is that form is endlessly interconnected relations which have differences 
and repetitions. Instrumentalized computation techniques and diagrams are his 
tool-set for exploring the realm of emergence. His experiments have two aims. One 
is about the creation of a specific form which consists of real substances. The other 
is a spatial effect that stems from the first aim. Recently, Dae Song Lee is focusing 
on the study of a smart-emergent system that derives from the simple rule-set. He 
also endeavors to integrate its overall process – from design to fabrication – using 
a computational approach.

Royal British Registered Architect, Artist, and Adjunct Professor at Hanyang University ERICA
daesonglee@gmail.com
Bsc of Architectural Engineering, Hanyang University 
Msc of Architectural Design Theory, Hanyang University
AA Dipl Architectural Association School of Architecture
PgDip Wesminster University Post Diploma
                                         
Design System Lab

2016 Space of Sublimity – An Existence that Dyed Red, 2015 Sulwha Culture Exhibition, Nemo Gallery                                                                     
2015 Bridge of Soaring, Hwanggumsan Project, Gyeonggi Creation Center                                                                   
2014 Space Exploration Exhibition DSL Component 101013, Gyeonggi-do Modern Art Museum                                                                      
2013 Light Wave Vault, Originality Experience Center Permanent Exhibition, Gyeonggi Creation Center
2005 Reciprocal Influences, Bolzano, Italy 
2004 Tejidos Expansivos, Mexico City, Mexico                                                                     
                                                                    
                                                                  
                                     
                                                               
                                                                    
                                                                   
                                                        

Dae Song Lee
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DAE SONG LEE
<DSL Component 101013>, 2014. 
Laser CNC, Polyvinyl Sheet. 
W 3m x D 8m x H 3.5m. 

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

D A E  S O N G  L E E

Congratulations on being selected as one of 
the Best Young Artists of the Year in the 2016 
GAMMA Young Artist Competition. Please 
introduce yourself briefly, and tell us how you feel 
about being chosen as the top four.

Hello, I’m an architect and an installation artist 
who construct material systems and space. I 
am highly honored and pleased to win such a 
precious award.

How did you set your foot into your field of art 
in the first place? Is there anyone or any specific 
event that has made you become an artist in your 
field?

I originally wanted to become an automobile 
designer, but failed to find the right major being a 
science and engineering student. So I decided to 
study architecture, but became more interested 
in philosophy as I got immersed in my thoughts 
and the world around me. I later realized that 
architecture is a decent form and genre to realize 
my thoughts, and became the person I am today. 

I was inspired by my mentor Michael Hensel, 
Achim Menges, and philosopher Manuel de 
Landa. I was especially influenced by Frei Otto 
and Gaudi. 

Where do you get your inspiration when making 
art? What are the things you would like to express 
through your works?

I experiment the system of materials that 
are exposed through exclusive physical and 
humanistic conditions, and their impression. 
It’s experience rather than view, therefore 
emergence rather than expression. 

The form of nature follows neither simply the 
functions nor the idealistic beauty. The materials 
therefore exist independently within our ideas 
and cognition. It is the capacity of what the 
form can do that is important to me, not what is 
visually represented. It is eventually the capacity 
of the material that determines the form, and 
that specific form is a response to a specific 
situation. 

B e s t  Yo u n g  A r t i s  o f  t h e  Ye a r  -  A r c h i t e c t u r e
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DAE SONG LEE
<Light Wave Vault>, 2013.

LED Cable with Polyvinyl Sheet, Aduino, 
Motion Detector, LED Light.

W 2m x D 6m x H 3m.

Bones, the sagging of gelatinized glue, and  the 
drooping and tightening of cloths… In all these 
phenomena are manifested the natural forms 
such as the tendency of materials to occupy 
the minimum surface, gravity, and multiple 
aspects regarding features-capacities of material 
systems. These, however, are ironic in that they 
are different from the artificial environment 
we routinely experience. If space is the arena 
of sensory and reason that is recognized and 
experienced, the materials and forms that 
comprise it unfortunately exist independently 
of my own mind. Accordingly, I have to become 
a part of the process in the construction of a 
form and the mediator to elicit more interesting, 
functional capabilities.

Please explain to us the general procedure of your 
work. What kind of materials do you work with? 
What are the techniques do you normally use?

I build multiple forms and systems by selecting 
the materials, establishing various relationships 
regarding the materials, and intentionally 

transforming the relationships. Then I verify 
and develop them through the scale model 
experiment. I understand that the forms within 
relationships are intertwined with limitless 
repetition and discrepancy. I use instrumented 
computer technology and diagram method to 
experiment my domain of creation. 

Please tell us what your favorite work of art is 
amongst all your works thus far. What is it that 
makes the piece or series so special?

I don’t have a specific work that I especially like; 
all my works are meaningful. I just feel sorry for 
the cancelation of the ‘Grand Stair Pavilion in 
Songdo’, which made the operation of the studio 
become difficult. It was designed as a shelter that 
existed independently of other forces, merely 
using the compressive force of its stones piled 
up. If it were to be completed, I assume it would 
have become the first stone shell structure to 
have been constructed by robots.

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
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DAE SONG LEE
<Transverse Bridge>, 2015.
Wire, Steel Tension Joint, Clamp set.
W 1.8m x H 3.0m x L 50 m.

Please give us a description on the project you are 
currently working on. Why did you decide to start 
the project? What would you like to deliver the 
audience through it?

I am currently working on a project called 
‘JUST FOR FORM’, which is the printing of 
a series of form experiments through a 3D 
printer. I am studying and physically producing 
the spatial impressions, the relationship 
between light and form, and the phenomena of 
forms regarding material systems emerging. I 
placidly record the various results that share the 
same structure but are different because of the 
different method of compositions. I also record 
the unexpected possibilities. My works are far 
from communicating with the audience unless  
they embody a special demand. I am interested 
merely in revealing the various aspects of pure 
forms. It’s as if the stones rolling around the 
flower garden do not exist to communicate. 

Share with us the type and style of art you want 
to pursue and create hereafter. Also, what kind of 
an artist would you want to be recognized and 
remembered as? 

If I had started off as forming relationships of 
material systems and incorporated function 
and its relationships to that for the past five 
years, I would like to create a production system 
that combines the relationship of production 
methods to this in the next five years. Frankly 
speaking, I am not interested in what kind of 
artist I would like to be recognized as. I would 
just like to do things I want to do without 
any limitations. Contemporary art to me is 
neither about representation, telling stories, 
nor expressing my inner self. The theme of 
my creation is constructing an object that is 
independent of cognition, being neither the tool 
nor the object itself. I would like my creation to 
sweep over the audience from somewhere in the 
middle.

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
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LIM JEONG 
RYU

“Best Young Artist of the Year”
Fashion & Textile

Lim Jeong Ryu is a fashion designer who pursues sustainability through her design. 
She started using thrown away fabrics and materials in her designs after having 
witnessed decent fabrics thrown away in waste disposal sites at her university. She 
spontaneously started the ‘Scrap Project’ where she grabbed any thrown away 
fabric waste and cut them into straps without planning any specific design. In 
the end, she found pointy shapes from straps delivering interesting shapes and 
silhouettes; for her it looked like muscles. 
She also incorporates diverse cultural aspects within her design works, ultimately 
blurring the boundaries between them. In ‘The End of the World’ collection, she 
incorporated Pre-Columbian Mayan culture and modern western menswear 
fashion into her designs. She likewise seeks for innovation and conversion by fusing 
different cultural aspects and sexuality within one cohesive look. 

by.leah.r@gmail.com                                
Yonsei University, Human Environment & Design, Ph.D. Candidate 
Yonsei University, Human Environment & Design, Master of Design
RMIT University, Fashion & Textile, Bachelor of Design 
Concordia College, Violin
                                         
Researcher, Ph.D Candidate         

2016 Mixology: beyond the Fashion Illustration                                                      
2015 Shanghai International Fabric Exhibition                                                                  
2015 International Fashion Art Exhibition in China                                                                  
2014 Master’s degree Yonsei University Graduate Exhibition                                                                  
2013 Fashion Illustration Exhibition at Yonsei University                   
2013 Fashion X Collaboration Exhibition at Yonsei University                  
2012 Mixology Fashion based integrated design Lab. Exhibition            
2011 RMIT University Fashion Runway in Melbourne                     
2007 Art Exhibition in Adelaide                                        
           
                                     
                                                               
                                                                    
                                                                   
                                                        

Lim Jeong Ryu
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PREVIOUS PAGE & TO THE RIGHT

LIM JEONG RYU
<Scrap Project>

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

L I M  J E O N G  R Y U

Congratulations on being selected as one of the Best Young 
Artists of the Year in the 2016 GAMMA Young Artist 
Competition. Please introduce yourself briefly, and tell us how 
you feel about being chosen as the top four.

I am Limjeong (Leah) Ryu. I am a fashion designer and a 
Ph.D. student. It is an honor to have been selected as the 
Best Young Artist of the year in the 2016 GAMMA. I thank 
GAMMA for giving me such a meaningful award. I also feel 
grateful for the opportunity to meet many talented artists. 
It is always a privilege to interact with those whom share 
common interests. As a designer my goal is to keep creating 
inspirational work. And yet again, it is the the people 
who have always been around me and my experiences of 
travelling thousands of miles that have inspired my works. 
Congratulations to all of the hard working artists who 
inspire each other. Thank you so much again. 

How did you set your foot into your field of art in the first 
place? Is there anyone or any specific event that has made you 
become an artist in your field?

Actually, I majored in violin at my first undergraduate 
school. However, I have always loved fashion and been 
passionate about art and design. So one day a student who 

studies music somehow decides to jump into the fashion 
industry (chuckle). I think it’s my curiosity that made me 
apply for the department of fashion design. I never regret 
my choice, despite the industry is extremely harsh and 
competitive. It’s always fun to create something new out of 
nothing. 

Where do you get your inspiration when making art? What 
are the things you would like to express through your works? 

I get inspiration from everything. It’s literally everything; 
art, culture, texture, nature, technology, mom’s closet, 
grandma’s scarf, and much more. As for my collections, I 
draw inspiration depending on my mood. I need to feel the 
butterfly in my heart flutter, the way it feels to meet a lover. 
The excitement bumps into me unexpectedly.

What I would like to express through my collection is 
reinterpretation. One thing that I focus on is the color of 
beauty. I believe even with serious themes and concepts 
design still needs to catch the eyes of the people through its 
color. I’m more than happy to talk about my works and let 
the appreciators imagine through them. 

B e s t  Yo u n g  A r t i s  o f  t h e  Ye a r  -  F a s h i o n  &  Te x t i l e
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Please explain to us the general procedure of your work. What 
kind of materials do you work with? What are the techniques 
do you normally use?

I mostly spend time on designing garments when working. 
When I start to design, I keep on drawing and modifying to 
complete my final design. First, I make a prototype with an 
initial design and see if the prototype is satisfactory to me. 
After several modifications to the prototype, I move on to 
the final garment. So it has 3 steps: design, prototype, final 
garment. This is the general procedure of my work. I believe 
there is no limit to the materials and techniques in fashion 
design. For example, if I decide to create sustainable fashion 
for my collection, I grab random fabrics from the bin. I can 
use whatever I want. Yet my design depends on the season 
trend.         

Please tell us what your favorite work of art is amongst all 
your works thus far. What is it that makes the piece or series 
so special?

One of my favorite works is called the ‘scrap project’. Scrap 
implies the duality of accepting. This project mainly deals 
with sustainable fashion. Instead of buying new fabric to 
make garments, I just looked into the clothing bins at the 
university. There were many wasted fabric that looked really 

fine. So, I grabbed some scraps and went to the sewing 
machine straight away. That would be my first time engaging 
in ‘zero-waste’ sustainable fashion. With the ‘scrap project’, 
I made my own ‘zero-waste system’. The rule is very simple. 
Only straps and zips should be used, and fabric should be 
cut in straight or maze patterns. The system has three key 
strengths. First, if you cut straps out of wasted fabric it 
would create zero-waste. Second, zips allow transforming 
the garment. Third, the maze patterns don’t require sewing 
the garments; they can easily be finished with twists and 
knots. Grab any wasted fabric, cut it into straps, and start 
your own ‘scrap project.’ See how it ends up. 

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

TO THE LEFT

LIM JEONG RYU
<The End of the World>
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Please give us a description on the project you are currently 
working on. Why did you decide to start the project? What 
would you like to deliver the audience through it?

My very recent interest is hanbok, Korea’s cultural heritage 
in fashion. Last year I went to the Craft Trend Fair in COEX, 
and saw the modern designs of hanbok. It was my first time 
falling in love with hanbok, as if it was my destiny. These 
days, wearing traditional garments and uploading pictures 
on SNS accounts is becoming a trend amongst young people 
in their twenties and thirties. I feel like my duty as a designer 
is to deliver amusement with traditional garments and make 
people feel comfortable about them. In this project, I plan to 
keep the design format traditional but add a modern edge 
to it through textures. Hopefully the popularity of hanbok 
won’t fade quickly; hanbok deserves attention.     

Share with us the type and style of art you want to pursue and 
create hereafter. Also, what kind of an artist would you want 
to be recognized and remembered as? 

I’m currently learning a technology program called 
‘processing’. This year I’ll be holding a fashion design 
exhibition where fashion is integrated with technology. I do 
like to overcome challenge through various ideas and blur 

the boundaries. In the past, I’d been working on menswear, 
womenswear, kids wear, lingerie, millinery, and illustrating; 
pretty much every field in fashion. Creating garments 
always inspires me. I’m a dreamer. I assume there is no limit 
to designing. I’d like to be a designer having an expertise in 
fashion design integrated with human environment.

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

TO THE LEFT

LIM JEONG RYU
<The End of the World>
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XIAOBO 
WEN

“Best Young Artist of the Year”
Painting

Xiaobo Wen was born in Shanxi, China in 1986. Xiaobo Wen went for exchange 
learning at Le Mans Academy of Fine Arts in France, and graduated from Central 
Academy of Fine Arts in 2011. Being highly intrigued by the sculpture of the Egyptians 
and the Greek Archaic period, the author removed all the unnecessary details and 
decorations from his paintings, keeping the style simple and quiet. The people who 
appear in Xiaobo Wen’s paintings appear lonely but thoughtful. He expresses quietness 
and solitude far away from the hustles and bustles of reality.

Painter
344512423@qq.com                                                       
http://artand.cn/wenxb   
B.F.A. in Oil Painting, Central Academy of Fine Arts                                        

2011 Group Exhibition<Quietness>at Xi Feng Gallery                                                         
2011 Group Exhibition<The Start of Long Journey> at Art Museum of CAFA “WE” 2nd prize                                                                
2010 Group Exhibition<Open day of Oil painting> at CAFA “Portrait of Woman” Excellent Work Prize                                                             
2008 Group Exhibition<Observation and Expression> at CAFA “Street Corner” 3rd prize                                                          

XIaobo Wen
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BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR

X I A O B O  W E N

Congratulations on being selected as one of 
the Best Young Artists of the Year in the 2016 
GAMMA Young Artist Competition. Please 
introduce yourself briefly, and tell us how you feel 
about being chosen as the top four.

My name is Xiaobo Wen. I’m from China and 
I graduated from the Central Academy of Fine 
Arts. I am very excited to be selected as one of 
the Best Young Artists of the Year. For me, there 
is not much communication between the outside 
world and me when I paint. Through this award, 
I wish more people could appreciate my work, 
providing me with the chance to communicate 
with the audience. Such opportunity is very 
precious to me.

How did you set your foot into your field of art in 
the first place? Is there anyone or any specific event 
that has made you become an artist in your field?

It was by chance that I started to paint. Most 
people like to draw as a child, but tend not to 
follow art as their profession as they grow up. 

Contrary to the popular decision, I stuck to it. 
Each year, thousands of students take exam to 
join college to learn art in China, and I was one 
of them. After graduation, working and making 
money became my priority. My wife found the 
“GuDong Art Studio”, where we teach children 
painting on Saturdays and Sundays. This has 
provided me with enough income and time to 
paint. I think it is possible for me to paint, thanks 
to my wife’s support. 

Where do you get your inspiration when making 
art? What are the things you would like to express 
through your works?

Most of my inspiration comes from the 
things I see, especially the faces of people. For 
instance, I share the emotions other people are 
experiencing, or the feelings I have to face in the 
future. The things I would like to express through 
my paintings are the distances between people, 
sadness, loneliness, aging, and death. 

XIAOBO WEN
<Fire cloud>, 2016. 
Egg Tempera. 55cm x 50cm.

B e s t  Yo u n g  A r t i s t  o f  t h e  Ye a r  -  P a i n t i n g
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XIAOBO WEN
<Sad 1>, 2015. 

Egg Tempera. 18cm x 24cm. 

Please explain to us the general procedure of your 
work. What kind of materials do you work with? 
What are the techniques you normally use?

The materials I choose determine my working 
process. Tempera is a very old technique. 
Painting frame, base coat, media lotion and 
color have to be made with my very own hands. 
Tempera is transparent. It dries very fast. So 
the technique is unusual. It is what I would 
definitely call a weaving process; drybrush is 
layer upon layer, and within the broad washes of 
watercolor. It has a power and solidity nothing 
else has, and there is a schematic quality about 
pure tempera that I like. I enjoy this kind of 
build-up process.

Please tell us what your favorite work of art is 
amongst all your works thus far. What is it that 
makes the piece or series so special?

I appreciate them equally. Each piece has its 
own uniqueness. At the same time, they also 
share a similar aura.

Please give us a description on the project you are 
currently working on. Why did you decide to start 
the project? What would you like to deliver the 
audience through it?

Last year, I’ve done some small size portraits. 
In the future, I plan to paint something big. For 
example, I plan to enlarge the most attractive 
parts of faces and restrict the narrative 
expression. Perhaps, it’s because I want to 
emphasize the priority of a picture. But I do not 
know what I would get out of eventually. That 
is one amazing aspect of painting, which drives 
me to continue exploring.

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
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XIAOBO WEN
<Stare>, 2016. 
Egg Tempera. 18cm x 24cm.

Share with us the type and style of art you want 
to pursue and create hereafter. Also, what kind of 
an artist would you want to be recognized and 
remembered as?

I love both the Egyptian art and Archaic Greek 
art. Egyptian sculpture, because of some 
relationship with magic, has a stable and simple 
artistic style. It lasts for thousands of years 
without change. Archaic Greek art, which tries 
to dump the external influence of Egyptian art, 
adopts Greeks’ original perspectives to observe 
things truthfully. Because of those changes and 
explorations, they are solemn and powerful 
despite looking clumsy. In each great change 
in art styles, there were a few seemingly clumsy 
artists like Van Gogh and Cezanne. I hope 
my work can have this kind of modesty and 
clumsiness. Which kind of artist do I want to 
be? As E.H.Gombrich says, “who possess that 
integrity of character which never rests content 
with half-solutions but is ready to forgo all easy 
effects, all superficial success for the toil and 
agony of sincere work”.

BEST YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR
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YOUNG ARTIST
OF THE YEAR AWARD
LAN BAO
MIJUNG JUNG
BOM KIM
JU HYUN KIM
EUN WOO LEE

JIN AH LEE
KERRI LEE
RAKESH 
RAY CHOUDHURY
ZHIXIONG SUN

SHULIANG WANG 
FUTAO ZHANG
MEIKI HO
JINYOUNG YOON 
JINRAN HA
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LAN 
BAO

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Lan Bao’s work is interpreted through each individual’s own subjective imagina-
tion. The dreams emphasized in the works are the “body.” “Body” emphasized in 
an organism is his own world, rather than the world formed through associations 
with other beings. Bao believes the art of the subject cannot be provided to the sub-
ject as performance of his image; the image is to be created by the subject himself. 
Bao uses a variety of techniques to print and seeks various expressions in mak-
ing his art work. He never forgets that the creation carries spiritual connotation. 
Within the unconscious level of his working process are psychological impulses and 
demands of the complex and contradictory mind.

Painter
513432718@qq.com   
2013 – 2016 M.F.A in Academy of Fine Arts, Inner Mongolia Normal University 
2007 – 2011 B.F.A in China Central Academy of Fine Arts
2003 – 2007 Wu Zuoren Art School in Beijing
                   
2016 Group exhibition <The 36th International Exlibris Exhibition> at Vologda.                                                    
2016 Group exhibition<The 4th Guangzhou international Exlibris and mini print Biennial > at Guancheng Art Museum.         
2016 Group exhibition<Chinese Contemporary Young Artists Invitation Exhibition> at Davidson Gallery.                         
2015 Group exhibition< The 21th national Pr4> Group exhibition< The 21th national Print Exhibition> 
          at Chongqing  Art Museum.                                   
2015 Group exhibition<The 3th Inner Mongolia Youth Art Exhibition>at Inner Mongolia Art Museum                                   

Lan Bao
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TO THE LEFT

LAN BAO
<The Nightmare of Series 3>, 2011. 

Lithograph. 36cm x 42cm. 

PREVIOUS PAGE

LAN BAO
<The Nightmare of Series 2>, 2011. 

Lithograph. 36cm x 42cm.
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MIJUNG 
JUNG

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Jung’s work shows her personal experience of remembrance.
Her works tell about the uncertainty of memories. They are about emotions and dim recollections, rather than 
specific facts from her personal remembrance. The experience of her past splits into many pieces, and such 
fragments of memory gather into one. So the remembrance repeatedly distorts and changes her individual memory. 
The Remembrance series is about overlapping experiences of the past throughout the passage of time and is an 
ambiguous reappearance of memory. It shows the incomplete narrative among the past, current, and future. The 
insufficient story influences each other constantly by expressing her personal experience furthermore. Her narrative 
would either be same or different from what really happened in the past. Personal memories lose physicality, 
making them stories with selections from the past instead of a realistic description.
Within her remembrance is the individual experience that includes her own subjective perspective. Complex factors 
remove facts and make new ones, which she calls ‘My Remembrance’.

Painter
jungjung2@gmail.com
http://mijungjung.weebly.com

2016 Group Exhibition. Gallery M . 
2016 Group Exhibition. Shophis Gallery. Sprouting, Spring. 
2016 Group Exhibition. Kimleeaa Gallery+Lukinart. 
2016 Group Exhibition. JUNG Gallery. YAP (Young Artist project). 
2015 Group Exhibition. Ara Art Center. Inkas “Reminisce”.
2015 Group Exhibition. Kimleeaa Gallery. Priming Water. 
2015 Group Exhibition. L Jung A Gallery. Jeune Artiste Project Douze.
2015 Group Exhibition. The Lewis PR Orbital Gallery. 
2014 Group Exhibition. Cons project London. 

Mijung Jung
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MINJUNG JUNG
<Remembrance>, 2015.
Oil on Canvas. 80.5cm x 100cm.

ABOVE

MINJUNG JUNG
<Remembrance>, 2016.
Oil on Canvas. 97cm x 130cm.

ABOVE

MINJUNG JUNG
<Remembrance>, 2016. 

Oil on Canvas. 53cm x 73cm. 
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BOM 
KIM

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Bom Kim has been interested in landscapes of places she traveled and viewed. The representation 
of places formed through her spatial perception connotes cultural properties and aesthetic qualities. 
Rivers, mountains, streets, residents, incidents and episodes are viewed from different gazes.
She produces a portrayal of the space within her memories, embedded inside the subconscious and 
unconscious. She links the commonplace objects from her daily surroundings to her dreams and 
memories, creating personal and surreal narratives. 
The fragments of anecdotal elements are simply floating anywhere on the canvas that express the 
dynamic compositions. This variation sheds light on the mysterious and illusionary space collapsed 
by the enigmatic compositions. This can be interpreted as a kind of theatrical staging, which con-
tains three-dimensional figures that arouse an occult atmosphere.

Painter
bomkim684@gmail.com
www.bombomkim.com
M.A in Fine arts, Chelsea College of Arts
M.A in Oriental Painting, Duksung Women’s University
B.F.A in Oriental Painting, Duksung Women’s University 
                   
2016 Group Exhibition <Now Watching> at CEAAC, Strasbourg, France
2015 Group Exhibition/ Award <CONFLUX> at The Electrician’s Shop-Trinity Buoy Wharf, London, UK
2014 Solo Exhibition <Memories of the moment> at Space CAN, Beijing, China
2013 Group Exhibition <Reality-Between reappearance and autonomy> at Gyeongnam art museum, Gyeongnam, Korea
2012 Solo Exhibion <Mapping of Seoul> at Art Space 53, Seoul, Korea                                             
2010 Award <The 10th Song-Eun Arts Competition for selection artist> at Song-Eun Art Space gallery, Seoul, Korea

Bom Kim
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ABOVE

BOM KIM
<B326-2>, 2015.
Acrylic on Canvas. 61cm x 61cm. 

ABOVE

BOM KIM
<B326-1>, 2015.

Acrylic on Canvas. 61cm x 61cm. 
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JU HYUN 
KIM

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

For Juhyun Kim, the buildings in the big city look like a huge forest when he stands on the top of a 
mountain. In the place where individual desires for utopia are combined, he feels he’s living with the 
things left from the past. The sharp stimulants that perpetually occur have turn into his monotonous 
routine, and the reiterating fatigue has piled up to become sheer boredom. Now, wind blows in the 
city, which feels like a secret sign for realizing the present.
Sudden gusts of wind used to hit Kim’s old house which was surrounded by tall buildings. The un-
expected wind occurring in the high-rise buildings is generally referred to as the Monroe wind. This 
phenomenon feels like the visit of Marilyn Monroe born again. The wind permeates to our daily 
lives sometimes softly, sometimes fiercely. Kim seeks for the traces of the Monroe wind and records it 
through installation, painting, and film. He endeavors to tell the story of his residence and our daily 
lives through his own language. In present-day society, how does the Monroe we created look like?

Painter
art.juhyunkim@naver.com                                                               
rlawngusghk.blog.me                                                     
D.F.A. Candidate in Painting major, Kookmin University
                   
2015 Solo Exhibition <Monroe> at Seogyo Art Experiment Space 
2014 Solo Exhibition <Heavy Mob> at Alternative space Noon 

2016 Group Exhibition <Perspective of the artist> at Makeshop Artspace
2016 Group Exhibition <Neighbors and Strangers> at SeMA, Buk-Seoul Museum of Art 
2015 Group Exhibition <Travel Grant 2014> at Ilhyun Museum 

Ju Hyun Kim
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JU HYUN KIM
<Someone’s Way to Work>, 2016.
Drawing Process. 50cm x 70cm.

ABOVE

JU HYUN KIM
<Someone’s Way to Work>, 2016.

Ink on Paper. 50cm x 70cm each. 
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EUN WOO 
LEE

“Young Artist of the Year”
Painting

Eun Woo Lee shows themes of her artworks by depicting body languages of people 
present at the sites where many people gather and linger. In such public settings, 
figures of her works are illustrated with profound emotions in their delicate ges-
tures and expressions. In today’s society, although people share public spaces in a 
daily basis, the lack of authentic communication and connection is becoming a 
serious problem. Eun Woo Lee wishes to deliver the viewers the vanity and emp-
tiness derived from such disconnection and isolation. She conveys them through 
hand gestures, facial expressions, and other physical activities of people painted in 
her distinctive artistic style.

Contemporary Artist           
joitic@naver.com
http://blog.naver.com/woonulee                                 
M.F.A in Painting, Kookmin University                     
                   
2016 Group Exhibition <Korean Pastel Artist Association the 27th exhibition> at Gallery Lamer                                                                 
2016 Group Exhibition <University Art Festival(GIAF)> at Sejong Museum                                                                    
2016 Group Exhibition <Asia Contemporary Youn Artist Exhibition(GIAF)> at Sejong Museum                                                                    
2015 Group Exhibition <Youth, Get the Daily Life> at Gallery Zeinxeno                                                                     
2015 Group Exhibition <A Clue of Leap> at Topgoal Art Center                                                                     

Eun Woo Lee
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EUN WOO LEE
<Trace>, 2016.
Oil on Canvas, 90.9cm x 72.7cm.

ABOVE

EUN WOO LEE
<Misdirected Gaze>, 2016. 

Oil on Canvas, 145.4cm x 60.6cm.
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JIN AH 
LEE

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

What Lee is focusing on is people’s basic desire repetitively generated in the state of 
insecurity. The desire includes the desire to be obsessed with, to keep, and to revert 
to the very point when things are about to be destroyed or become extinct. Lee 
believes that these kinds of desires are close to the pleasant sensation aroused from 
those fictional heroes’ eventual triumph over dramatic challenges. Lee attempted 
to create an impression with condensed tension, with the painting technique al-
lowing transplant and insert. Her works capture different moments of the dawn of 
catharsis with sudden emergence of crisis, which could be described as ironic and 
inevitable at the same time.

Painter
dustydoor@naver.com                                                
www.dustydoor.blog.me                                                
                   
2016 Solo Exhibition <鍊磨> at Cyart Gallery 
2010 Solo Exhibition < Formless Monster > at Kookmin Art Gallery
2011 Group Exhibition < Hansung Baekje Art award Exhibition > at Songpa Art Museum 
2011 Group Exhibition < I Will Survive > at Seoul Art  Space 
2016  Grand Prize of  CYART DOCUMENT at Cyart Gallery

Jin Ah Lee
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ABOVE

JIN AH LEE
<Armed1>, 2016.
Oil on Canvas. 72.7cm x 90.9cm 

PREVIOUS PAGE

JIN AH LEE
<Prelude>, 2016. 
Oil on Canvas. 97cm x 130.3cm

ABOVE

JIN AH LEE
<Armed2>, 2016. 

Oil on Canvas. 72.7cm x 100cm.
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KERRI 
LEE

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Kerri Lee is an artist active in South Korea. She works primarily with paint and 
non-traditional materials. Her works are known to be abstract with a philosophy that 
everything is a product of an experience that expresses stories of movement and ideas 
of color. Such philosophy is conveyed through seams, lines, and layers. She is a visual 
storyteller who discovers and delivers hidden moments of interactions in our society.
In her work, Kerri Lee features the topic of modern day hope and agony derived from 
pursuing perfection. While driven by undying hope, we are subjected to internal con-
flicts such as agony and frustration. Such innate sufferings are described as ‘the lump 
of fever’ in her work and displayed as surrealistic images within it with methods such 
as accumulation, destruction, creation and demolition.

Abstract Painter       
kerri9292@gmail.com                                                   
M.F.A in Painting, Hongik University
B.F.A in Fine Arts, Long Island University (Magna Cum Laude)

2016 Solo Exhibition <Here and Now> at Art Space J, Korea  
2016 Asia Hotel Art Fair <AHAF 2016> at JW Marriott Hotel Seoul, Korea
2016 Plastic Art Seoul, Chung Jark Gallery <Young Artist’s New Leap> at  Coex, Korea       
2016 Group Exhibition <Art For My Home> at Art Space J, Korea
2016 M.F.A Thesis Show < The Lump of Fever> at Homa, Korea
2016 Two Person Exhibition<Visible but Invisible> at Art Hall Resh, Korea 

Kerri Lee
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ABOVE

KERRI LEE
<The Happening>, 2016.
Mixed Media on Canvas. 106cm x 91cm.

PREVIOUS PAGE

KERRI LEE
<Future Happenings>, 2016.
Mixed Media on Paper, 78.8cm x 54.5 cm.

ABOVE

KERRI LEE
<We Are Not Going Anywhere>, 2016. 

Mixed Media On Paper. 
130.3cm x 162.2cm.
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RAKESH
RAY CHOUDHURY

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Painter
ateliarrock@gmail.com                                           

2016 National Exhibition of Art, Chitramayee State Art Gallery, Hyderabad. By Lalit Kala, South Central Zone, India.                                                                 
2016 Gwanghwamun International Art Festival, Seoul, South Korea                                                            
2012 Project ARTNEXXT by ARTNEXXT, Lalit Kala, Delhi                                                                  
2010 ‘The Fuschia Future’ by ‘The Fuschia Tree’ at Trident, Bombay                                                               
2009 ‘One Hundred Thousand and Fifty Thousand’ in Collaborationwith Bank on Art and The Fuschia Tree, 
India Habitat Center, New Delhi
2009 ‘Once upon a Time’ at ‘The Strand Art Room’, Bombay       

Rakesh Ray Choudhury

Rakesh Ray Choudury observes spaces and fragmented landscapes that he comes 
across. He interprets them with his own lexicon of thoughts by narrating a 
sequence of experiences.  
He notices a specific story of a land for a period of time and the changes it faced. 
While painting them in terms of image making, he superimposes his observation 
with imagined structures and elements. He celebrates the fragmented formations 
of land while using imagined structures as an allegory. 
He is also interested in the spaces created within the compositions as an indepen-
dent body of being. To him, the body of something itself has a character of its own. 
The act of painting is his reaction towards the surroundings; it is both the subject 
and object of his observation in everyday experiences. 
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ABOVE

RAKESH RAY CHOUDHURY
<Constituent>, 2015.
Oil on Canvas. 165cm x 120cm.

PREVIOUS PAGE

RAKESH RAY CHOUDHURY
<There Was a Mountain Here>, 2016.
Oil on Canvas. 90cm x 120cm.

ABOVE

RAKESH RAY CHOUDHURY
<Relics of a Neighbourhood>, 2015.

Oil on Canvas. 165cm x 120cm.
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ZHIXIONG 
SUN

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Painter
454788544@qq.com                                                             
2007 – 2012 China Central Academy of Fine Arts
2003 – 2007 Leiyang City, Hunan Province, Second Senior High School

                   
2016 Group exhibition <The 36th International Exlibris Exhibition> at Vologda                                                    
2016 Group exhibition<The 4th Guangzhou international Exlibris and mini print Biennial > at Guancheng Art Museum         
2015 Group exhibition<The 3th Inner Mongolia Youth Art Exhibition>at Inner Mongolia Art Museum                           
2015 Group exhibition< The 21th national Print Exhibition >at Chongqing Art Museum                                   
2015 Group exhibition<Shanghai Art Fair Exhibition of young artists>at Shanghai World Trade City                       
2015 Group exhibition<The 2th Nanjing International Art Fair> at Nanjing International Exhibition Center                                                    

Zhixiong Sun

Zhixiong Sun’s works are derived from all the emotional changes in his life, and this 
emotional experience may be his emotions experienced in his daily life. Emotion de-
picted in his work may be weaker than reality since there is nothing which is at risk.  
At the same time, it could be stronger, being more focused and pure. But the birth of 
this kind of emotion is accompanied by some factors, such as arousal, specific mental 
performance, intention, and behavioral tendency. In this context, Sun’s experience of 
the emotion seems to be a pure state, a kind of incomparable texture that only experi-
ence carries. In the process of creation, the result is not so important. The most import-
ant thing is the fact that he is already immersed in the process of emotional experience.
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ABOVE

ZHIXIONG SUN
<Series of Night 1>, 2014.
Lithograph. 65x48cm.

ABOVE

ZHIXIONG SUN
<Twelve Chinese Zodiac>, 2015. 

Aquatint. 8.5cm x 12cm x 12
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SHULIANG 
WANG

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

As an environmental design student and a member of the Bauhaus International 
Design Association, Shuliang Wang likes to observe people’s emotional life. Wang 
explains that the illustration of the world connotes the freedom to explore, and 
to explore every possibility. The drawing process is therefore somewhat complicat-
ed, but enjoyment comes along. Depicting the states of emotional and social life 
throughout his paintings is Wang’s favorite way of expression. Wang discovers in-
spiration from emotional feelings that human beings possess, since that has the 
potential to bring about creativity. 

Illustrator
1226351042@qq.com                                                               
http://www.zcool.com.cn/u/13667112                                                      
B.F.A in Environmental Design, Guangxi Normal University for Nationalities
                   
2016 Third Illustration Hiii International Illustration Competition                                                                    
2016 China Creative Design Yearbook 2014/2015 Gold and Silver Medals                                                                    
2016 Seventh Annual Exhibition of Art Works in China                                                                  
2015 International Art Design Competition (Mutual Art Prize) 2nd Outstanding Award                                                                    
2015 Jin Daiqiang Design Award for Student Group Award                                                                     
2015 The First Academy Award in the National Art and Design Exhibition Award                                                                     

Shuliang Wang
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ABOVE

SHULIANG WANG
<Disappear>, 2015.
On White Cardboard. 297mm x 420mm.

PREVIOUS PAGE

SHULIANG WANG
<Monologue>, 2016.
On White Paper. 210mm x 297mm. 

SHULIANG WANG
<See>, 2015.

On White Cardboard. 297mm x 420mm. 
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FUTAO
 ZHANG

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Painting

Futao Zhang was born in Henan Shangqiu in 1989. In the years of 2010 Zhang 
studied in Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts for two years. However, Zhang paused 
his study at the institution during 2012 to 2014 to spend his years in the army. 
He returned to the Lu Xun Academy the year he ended his service and continued 
studying in the fine arts and oil painting department in Neoclassism studio for two 
more years. Zhang graduated from the Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts in 2016, after 
studying Chinese contemporary art. He is now living in Shenyang.

Painter
512231456@qq.com
2016 Chinese Contemporary Art, Luxun Academy of Fine Arts
2014 Neoclassicism, Luxun Academy of Fine Arts
2010-2012 Oil Painting, Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts
                   
2016 The Shanghai Youth Art Exhibition at Shanghai Exhibition Center                                                                 
2016 The Mushroom Cloud 6 selected 2016 works of heaven and earth at Zhengzhou, The First Contemporary Art                                                                  
2016 “Released” 2016 Graduates from Art Exhibition at the Great Hall of Hong Kong Low Exhibition Hall                                                                  
2015 The Sixth New Star Festival Xi ‘an at Art Museum Xi ‘an
2015 The Second Prize Lu Xun Academy of Fine Arts Gallery Shenyang 
          by The Third Oil Painting Department Student Exhibition 
2015 Intel 2015 Youth international Youth Painting Creation at China Academy of Art Gallery in Hangzhou 

Futao Zhang
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FUTAO ZHANG
<Mushroom Cloud 3>, 2015.
Oil on Canvas. 60 cm X 80 cm.

ABOVE

FUTAO ZHANG
<Cloth Series, and the Butterfly Paintings, Propylene Sanlian>, 2016. 

Oil painting on Cloth Triptych. 40 cm x 120 cm.

FUTAO ZHANG
< Series - Dogs, Fish and Mushroom Cloud >, 2016. 

Oil Painting on Cloth Triptych. 100 cm x 300 cm. 
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MEIKI 
HO

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Photograph

Analog Photographer
kamisamashi@gmail.com                                               
http://stardustinjapan.com                                                  
Bachelor of Japanese Studies, Chinese University of Hong Kong
                   
2016 Group Exhibition <Berlin Foto Biennale> at Palazzo Italia, Berlin                                                              
2015 Award <8th Julia Margaret Cameron Award Fine Art Group finalist>                                                                   

Meiki Ho

“We are too young to notice the change of our heart; we are too old to notice the 
change of our body.”
MeiKi Ho was born in Hong Kong in 1992. She is currently working as a freelance 
writer, photographer, and a translator. Her ultimate goal is to show the different 
forms of human existence through her works. She always keeps her guard about 
never judging anything before it comes to an end. 
Her works are about a human-being finding her body already grown into a female, 
but heart not following her body’s growth. Like all other young people in their 
twenties, she is excited about love, but then gets frustrated by the imperfection of 
love. She tries very hard to prove her abilities, but is disappointed by the reality.
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ABOVE

MEIKI HO
<Ring>, 2014.
Film Photography, Digital Printing.
24 inches x 24 inches (including frame).

PREVIOUS PAGE

MEIKI HO
<Inside>, 2014.
Film Photography, Digital Printing.
24 inches x 24 inches (including frame).

ABOVE

MEIKI HO
<Sleep Beauty>, 2014. 

Film Photography, Digital Printing.
24 inches x 24 inches (including frame).
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JINYOUNG 
YOON 

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Photography

Photographer, Video Artist
jyoon300@hanmail.net                                                              
www.jinyoungyoon.com                                                      
Ph. D. in Photography, Hongik University
M.F.A. in Photographic Studies, Arizona State University
B.S. in Biology, Yonsei University

                   
2016 Award <7th Ilwoo Photography Prize> Ilwoo Foundation
2015 Award <37th Joongang Fine Arts Prize> Grand Prize, Joongang Ilbo, JTBC, POSCO
2016 Solo Exhibition <Reversal of Dominance> at Seoul Art Space Seogyo, Seoul Foundation for Art and Culture
2015 Group Exhibition <Artifact: Alternatives 2015> at Ohio University
2013 Solo Exhibition <The Last Breath> at Topohaus
2013 Group Exhibition <Life is very Beautiful> at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology

Jinyoung Yoon

Through her work, Jinyoung Yoon has been exploring the boundaries between life 
and decay using fungi as medium. She is intrigued by the laws of nature, specifi-
cally decomposition and regeneration. Fungi may be viewed as a part of beautiful 
nature. When the control is not guaranteed, however, it can evoke fear. Aversion 
and disgust are cultural responses, linked largely to our fear of death.
The procedure of Yoon’s work includes the mixture of scientific and artistic meth-
ods. She uses fungi as if they are color paints. It is unavoidable for her works to be 
affected by chance since the medium is a living organism. It is her goal to control 
the growth pattern of fungi to obtain the intended visual effect. Nevertheless, she is 
also open to the unexpected results that nature itself may create. 
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ABOVE

JINYOUNG YOON 
<Human Remains 114>, 2012.
Digital C Print. 100cm x 150cm.

ABOVE

JINYOUNG YOON 
<Cultural Remains 115>, 2012.

Digital C Print. 100cm x 150cm.
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JINRAN 
HA

“Young Artist of the Year” 
Architecture

Conceptual Mixed Media Artist                               
realorchid911@gmail.com
jinranha.tumblr.com 
since 2015   Fine Art, UdK Berlin, Germany, class of Ursula Neugebauer
2013-2015   Fine Art, HfBK Dresden, Germany
2010  Exchange student, Fine art, Central St.Martins College of Art and Design, London, UK
2006-2011  B.A. Human Environment & Design, Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea                                            
                 
2016 encounter, Deegar platform, Teheran, Iran
         Rundgang, UdK, Berlin
         klaustrophilie, Galerie OQBO, Berlin
         Arte Laguna Prize, Arsenale, Venedig, Italien
2015 homecoming, Hole of Fame, Dresden, 
         Der Letzte macht das Licht aus., BISHOP, Dresden
         Kulturfabrik Apolda, Wirklichkeit
         UdK Berlin, Rundgang
         HfBK Dresden, Jahresausstellung
         Hamburger Bahnhof, Berlin, Black Mountain College - Klassenperformance
         Oktogon der HfBK Dresden, Abzocken ohne anzuecken 
         Bilderladen, Galerie Holger John, Dresden
2014 HfBK Dresden, Jahresausstellung                                                                    

Jinran Ha

In her works, Ha uses everyday objects that have specific usages that people don’t 
really pay attention to as artistic materials. She finds that they have a lot of po-
tentiality, that they can be used as metaphors of human body or surroundings of 
it. Observing the materials, one can see how they occupy the space with their own 
form in certain situations. The actions, life, space, and time of human-beings can be 
discovered in her works. She is especially interested in dealing with themes such as 
relationships between people and between individuals and the society; Does being 
close together always mean love? Can individuals be separated from the society? 
How does each individual stay connected and what connection makes society work?
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JINRAN HA
<Ensemble (no1-4)>, 2015. 
Digital C-print. 70cm x 90cm.

ABOVE

JINRAN HA
<Connecting Study 01>, 2012.
Digital C-print. 30cm x 24cm.

ABOVE

JINRAN HA
<Haus der Fremde>, 2015.

Installation. 100cm x 150cm x 200cm.
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A C C E S S  A W A I T S  Y O U . 

Have you enjoyed this issue of ACCESS? Discover and discuss 
more artists, events, and trending news at our Facebook page.

We will post important notices such as the magazine themes, 
publication date, and the distribution sites of the copies of our 

magazine.

facebook.com/accesscs2
accesscs2.org




